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Abstract
This article is based on the absolute node coordinate method, The dynamic equation of
the moving finite element beam element of the combined structure of the front girder
and tie rod of the quay bridge under the action of the moving mass is established. The
Lagrangian multiplier method is used to introduce the system constraints into the
equation, and the numerical integration method is used the node coordinates of the
element are obtained by solving it to study the dynamic response of the structure and
the change of the tie rod axial force when different moving masses act on the front girder
of the quay crane. The results show that as the moving mass increases, the response
amplitude and axial force of each position of the front frame also increase.
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1. Introduction
The front girder-tie rod combination structure of the quay crane is the most important load-bearing
structure for the lifting of the container and the horizontal reciprocating movement of the trolley.
Including the hinged connection of the front frame and the door frame; the hinged connection of the
front and middle tie rods and the front frame, and the hinged connection of the door frame. Due to
the existence of hinged elastic multiple tie rods, the structure belongs to a geometrically variable
structure system.
In recent years, the research methods for geometrically variable structures mainly focus on the multibody system dynamics method, the generalized inverse matrix method, and the finite element method.
In recent years, the generalized inverse matrix method has been introduced into the research of multibody systems, which can solve the coupling problem of mechanism motion and elastic deformation,
and has achieved.
better expansion analysis accuracy [1-2]. Cai Jian Guo and others used the finite element method of
multi-body dynamics described in natural coordinates. According to the principle of minimum strain
energy based on rigid body assumption and the Lagrangian multiplier method, the method for
establishing the equation of motion was given and discussed the convergence criterion of numerical
simulation is presented. Whether it is the generalized inverse matrix method or the finite element
method, the purpose is to solve the singular problem of the dynamic equation matrix of the multirigid body system.
Professor SHABANA proposed the absolute node coordinate method, which is used to solve the
method of large deformation and large displacement flexible multi-body dynamics. The theoretical
basis is finite element and continuum mechanics. This method uses only one global coordinate system,
and all the coordinates of the flexible body are described in this coordinate system.
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A Yavari et al[4] the discrete finite element method is used to analyze the influence of the thickness
of the beam and the speed of the moving mass on the dynamic response of the Timoshenko beam.
Esen used both analytical and numerical methods to analyze the dynamic response of bridge crane
beams under different moving forces. Because the mass matrix of the absolute node is used as the
coordinate method to maintain a constant matrix, and there are no Coriolis force and centrifugal force
terms in the equation, the efficiency of numerical calculation is improved. Therefore, this paper
adopts the absolute nodal coordinate method to study the dynamics of the front girder and tie rod
composite structure of the quay crane.
Due to the moving mass and dead weight of the combined structure of the front girder and tie rods of
the quay crane, the vibration of the structure is particularly important. Improper design will seriously
affect the service life and safety of the structure. With the increasing moving mass and moving speed,
and at the same time, the quay crane is required to be designed to be lightweight, so the dynamic
analysis of the front girder and tie rod composite structure of the quay crane is very important. At
present, the establishment of the combined structure model of the front girder and tie rods of the quay
crane is to simplify the tie rods; or after calculating the equivalent stiffness of the tie rods of the front
girder, a simplified spring [5] support is used instead of the tie rods; or the unit force method is used
to solve the tie rods. Internal force [6] Since the influence of the hinged structure of the tie rod on the
front frame is not considered, it is quite different from the actual model.
In this paper, considering the effect of the moving mass, a moving finite element beam element model
based on the absolute nodal coordinate method is established. And integrate the beam element
dynamics equations into the dynamic equations of the quay bridge front girder and tie rod combined
structure system, Solve the node coordinates of each element of the composite structure under
different moving masses by numerical integration method, The axial force changes of the tie rods are
further obtained through the node coordinates, and the dynamic characteristics of the quay bridge
front girder tie rod combined structure under different moving masses are analyzed, which lays the
foundation for the safety and reliability design of the structure.

2. Moving Finite Element Beam Element Model based on Absolute Nodal
Coordinate Method
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Figure 1. Beam element with moving mass
Figure 1 shows a beam element with a moving mass. The moving mass moves from left to right at a
speed. The element has two nodes and each node has four degrees of freedom. First, regardless of the
effect of moving mass, it is a typical one-dimensional two-node beam element model in the absolute
nodal coordinate method. The node coordinates are described as:
qe  e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8 

T
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The one-dimensional two-node beam element modeling method based on the absolute nodal
coordinate method [15] can obtain the mass matrix of the beam element when no moving mass is
applied:
l

1

0

0

M e =   AS T Sdx   Al  S T Sd 
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Where,
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Stiffness matrix of beam element:
l
l
1
K e1 =EIl  S T S d   EAl  Sd
0
0
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0
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(4)

K e =K e1  K e 2

(5)

Considering the gravity of the beam element as a distributed force, the generalized external force
vector of the beam element:
l

l

0

0

Qe   A r T Fg dx  Al  S T Fg d 

(6)

Where, Fg   0   g  .
T

Beam element damping matrix:

Ce   [ M e ]   [ K e ]

(7)

Finally, the dynamic equation of the one-dimensional two-node beam element when no moving mass
is applied can be obtained:
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M e q e  K e qe  Ce q e  Qe

(8)

The lateral force of the beam element under the action of the moving mass is:

d 2wy (xm , t) 
QF (x, t)  mp g  mp
 ( x  xm )
dt 2



(9)

QF ( x, t ) is the force of the moving mass at the position x at time t. （x-x p）is the Dirac function and g

is the acceleration of gravity. x 0 and v 0 are the initial position and initial velocity.
Considering the inertial influence of the moving mass in the vibration process, the lateral acceleration
equation of the beam can be written as:
d 2 wy ( xm , t )
dt

2



 2 wy ( xm , t )
t

2

2

 2 wy ( xm , t ) dxm
xt

dt
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x 2
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(10)

When the mass moves at a constant speed, (10) can be written as:
d 2wy (xm , t)
dt 2

S

2wy (xm , t)
t 2

 2Sv0

2 wy (xm , t)
xt

 v S
2
0

2wy (xm , t)
x2

(11)

Therefore, when the mass moves to xm at a uniform speed, the inertial force is transformed into the
beam element distribution force can be expressed as:
2

 
 
Qm  S ( xm )[m（
p Swy ( xm , t )  2 S v0 wy ( xm , t )  v0 S wy ( xm , t ))]

(12)

The generalized external force vector generated by the moving mass is:

d 2wy (xm , t) 
QF  S(xm ) 0，mp g  mp

dt 2



(13)

It can be seen that the stiffness matrix, mass matrix, and damping matrix generated by the inertial
force of the moving mass change with the change of the position of the moving mass on the front
beam. Combine it with the beam element to get the next dimension and two nodes of the moving
mass. Dynamic equation of beam element:
([ M e ]  [m p ])qe  ([ K e ]  [k p ])qe  ([Ce ]  [c p ])q e  Qe  QF
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3. Dynamic Equations of the Combined Structure of the Front Girder and Tie
Rods of the Quay Crane

Figure 2. Simplified model of front girder of quay crane
In the previous section, the moving finite element was established based on the absolute nodal
coordinates, and the dynamic equation of the beam element model under the action of moving mass
was established. Introduce Boolean matrix here Be , The relationship between the node coordinate
vector of the beam element and the node coordinate of a single beam can be obtained as:
qe =Be q

(15)

Through the Boolean conversion matrix, the conversion relationship between the mass matrix,
stiffness matrix, external force vector of a single beam and the mass matrix, stiffness matrix, and
external force vector of the beam element can be obtained as:
M =BeT Me Be , K =BeT Ke Be , Q=BeT Qe
e

e

e

(16)

According to the mass matrix and stiffness matrix of a single beam, We multiply by a certain
proportional coefficient, Then we can get the damping matrix, Then the dynamic equation of the
single beam system can be obtained:
Mq  Kq  Cq  Q

(17)

In the combined structure of the front girder and tie rod of the quay crane shown in Figure 1, Divide
the front frame into three single beams, and the front middle tie rods are all two-section rods,
Assemble 7 parts of mass matrix, stiffness matrix, and generalized external force matrix together, The
overall dynamic equation of the beam system can be obtained:




M z q  K z q  C z q  Qz

(18)

The above formula is simply obtained by simply assembling the mass matrix, stiffness matrix,
damping matrix, and generalized external force vector of each beam. As can be seen from Figure 2,
the No.1 and No.2, and No.3 and No.4 tie rods are hingedly connected, and the No.2 and No.4 tie
rods are hingedly connected to the ends of the No.5 and No.6 beams, respectively. In addition,
because the front beam is divided into three beams, The node coordinates at the junction of these
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three beams should be the same. Therefore, the constraint equation between the internal beams in the
composite structure of the front girder and tie rods of the quay crane is expressed as:
e45n1  e16 , e45n2  e26 , e45n3  e36 , e45n 4  e46 ; e46n1  e17 , e46n 2  e27 , e46n3  e37 , e46n 4  e47 ;
e43n1  e14 , e43n2  e24 , e44n1  e46n1 , e44n 2  e46n 2 ; e14n1  e12 , e14n2  e22 , e42n1  e45n1 , e42n 2  e45n 2 .

It can be seen from the above formula, In the combined structure of the front girder and tie rods of
the quay crane, There are a total of 16 repeated degrees of freedom. in the final kinetic equation, To
remove these 16 repeated degrees of freedom from it, The corrected node coordinates are now
introduced into the transformation matrix D, Its function is to realize the conversion q between q , and
the conversion form is as follows:
q  Dq

(19)

Obviously, D is a sparse matrix containing only elements 0 and 1. the final kinetic equation can be
obtained:




M q  Kq  C q  Q

(20)

For the above, the dynamic equation of the beam system has been established, It cannot be solved
directly. Use Lagrangian multiplier method to deal with external constraints, Figure 2 shows that the
structure is at the left end of the No.5 front girder, and there are external constraints on the upper end
of the No.1 and No.3 tie rods.
e15  0, e25  0 , e11  0, e12  26 , e13  0, e23  26 .

By introducing constraints into the dynamic equations, the following differential-algebraic equations
are established:

Mq  Tq  Q  F , (q, t )  0

(21)
T

(q,t)=e15 e25 e11 e12 26 e13 e23  26

(22)

In the above system of differential-algebraic equations, M is the quality matrix of the system, Q is
the external force vector of the system, F is the elasticity of the system,  is Lagrange multiplier,
 ( q , t )  0 is Algebraic equation with constraints. The above formula can be solved by numerical
integration method.

4. Calculation and Analysis
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Table 1. Three Scheme comparing
Numble

length/m

Cross sectional area/m^2

Moment of inertia/m^4

mass/kg

element

1

16.83

2.34×10-2

1.3×10-4

3701.9

4

2

19

2.34×10-2

1.3×10-4

4180

5

3

28.47

4.36×10-2

4.9×10-4

11102.1

7

4

32

4.36×10-2

4.9×10-4

12480

8

5

24.6

1.36×10-1

8.1×10-2

55608.2

6

6

28.9

1.36×10-1

8.1×10-2

65328.3

7

7

7

1.36×10-1

8.1×10-2

15823.5

2

Taking the model of a quay crane in Zhenhua as an example, consider the dynamic response of the
combined structure of the front girder and tie rods of the quay bridge when different moving masses
are applied to the front girder and the changes in the axial force of the tie rods. The basic parameters
of the model and the number of units divided by each part are shown in Table 1.
4.1 The Dynamic Response of the Structure under the Action of Moving Masses of Different
Masses
Set the moving mass size to 80T, 50T, 20T, and the moving speed to 4m/s. The dynamic response of
the seven positions of the structure is shown in Figure 3.
Figure a and Figure b reflect the response of the hinge position of the two links of the tie rod, It can
be seen that as the quality of the moving mass increases, The position of the hinge point of the front
tie rod is gradually rising, When the moving mass is at 0-0.4L of the front frame (the hinge point of
the front frame and the middle tie rod) , The position of the hinge point of the middle tie rod also rises
with the increase of the mass, When the moving mass is located at 0.4L-L of the front frame, the
position of the tie rod hinge point decreases with the increase of the moving mass. It can be inferred
that when the moving mass moves from 0 to 0.4L, the middle tie rod is gradually straightened by
force. Therefore, the position of the hinge point of the two links of the middle tie rod gradually rises.

(a) Dynamic response of the two-link hinge point of the middle tie rod

(b)The dynamic response of the two-link hinge point of the front tie rod
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(c) The dynamic response of EF midpoint of the front frame

(d) Dynamic response of F point of front frame

(e) FG midpoint dynamic response of front frame

(f) Dynamic response at point G of front frame

(g) Dynamic response of front frame H point
Figure 3. The dynamic response of the structure under the action of moving masses with different
masses
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After the moving mass passes 0.4L, the force of the front tie rod is gradually straightened, so the
position of the hinge point of the two links of the front tie rod gradually rises. When the moving mass
approaches point G and then moves to point H, the response at the midpoint of EF and point F is
higher than the initial position. As the moving mass increases, the response becomes larger and larger.
Figures c to g reflect the dynamic response of the five positions of the front frame. It can be seen that
as the moving mass moves to the five positions on the front frame, The response of the corresponding
position reaches the maximum, and as the moving mass increases, the response amplitude gradually
increases. When the moving mass moves to the right end of the front frame, the response amplitude
of the front frame also reaches the maximum.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a moving finite element beam element model of the composite structure of the front
girder and tie rod of the quay crane is established based on the absolute node coordinate method. And
set the beam element into the system dynamics equation of the composite structure through the
constraint group, The node coordinates of the element at each time are solved by numerical integration
method, and the dynamic response of the structure and the change of the front and middle tie rod axial
forces when different moving masses act on the front girder of the quay crane are further studied.
Through comparative analysis, the following results are obtained:
With the application of the moving mass, the position of the hinge point of the two front middle tie
rods of the front girder tie rod combination structure of the quay crane has moved down. At this time,
there is a change in the angle between the pull rod and its initial position, And when the moving mass
moves on the front beam, The dynamic response of the position of the hinge point of the middle tie
rod and the front frame is more complicated than the fluctuation of the position of the hinge point of
the front tie rod. Therefore, the vicinity of the hinge point of the front middle tie rod and the front
frame is prone to fatigue damage.
The change amplitude of the axial force of the front tie rod during the movement of the moving mass
is much larger than the change of the axial force of the middle tie rod, so the structure at the hinge
point of the front tie rod and the front girder is more prone to damage.
Therefore, in actual application, while the load of the trolley is required to be increased, the combined
structure of the front girder and tie rod of the quay crane must be further optimized to ensure its safety
and service life.
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